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Stitch Tapering Function- 
Mirror image is available in Tapering mode (Mirror image for pattern, 
needle position and tapering angle). 
Tapering angle mirror image is Janome’s original idea. 
Tapering angle and cycle (number of patterns) can be saved in 
‘save favourite setting’ 
It is now possible to set the number of cycles by typing the number in or 
+/-. On-screen quick reference chart-pattern can be selected directly 
from chart. There is also a pattern preview screen. 

 

 
Ruler Work Foot- This new foot is designed to achieve beautiful 
quilting effects: 

 Full metal foot for high durability 

 V-shaped gap improves visibility whilst stitching 

 Ruler Work Mode is available through the Quilting category in 
Sewing Application  

 
For use with quilting rulers (template) high shank models or Long Arm 
quilting machines (4.5mm- 6.35mm thickness) 

 

 
Professional Grade Foot and needle Plate (HP) 
Utilise this narrow gauge industrial type foot for curves and precise 
topstitching and experience the great ease of control and superior 
visibility it offers.  
Industrial type sewing machines have 3 lines of feed dogs-Janome 
have created this foot to sit on the left 3 lines of feed dogs as shown.  
 
It’s also perfectly sized for creating ¼” seams. This foot will surely 
become a go-to item for accurate piecing even on curves and small 
pieces of fabric!  
 
Straight stitch in left needle position (0.5) is deemed to be best for 
straight stitching in terms of needle, thread and hook related timing. 

 

 
Coloured Light Progress Indicator  
Keep a check on your embroidery by selecting the coloured light 
progress indicator in the set menu. This changes the light display on the 
front of your machine.  

 

6 Additional types of monograms  
 
Newly added to the MC15000 – 2-letter/3-letter embroidery monograms 

 

Anti-Kink Device 
This device prevents the upper thread from becoming too lose and 
creating kinks 
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Improvements to Automatic Needle Threader 
Needle threading will be carried out with the needle bar in the centre 
needle position as well as the left position. 
 
To prevent the needle threader hitting the foot holder, the foot holder 
has been reshaped. 
 
Improved Plate 
Caulking at 2 points: 
To stop the thread holding plate from moving the improved catch is 
upward projecting to secure thread more effectively 
 
* For users of V2.11 or previous versions, the Quilt Maker 
Accessory Upgrade Kit includes the reshaped presser foot holder 
and embroidery foot P 
 

 

      

                   

    

 

 
Fine Tuning of Locking Stitches 
Locking stitches can be set from 0 to 6 depending on fabric conditions. 
This fine-tuning of locking stitches is a great tool for quilters. 
 
The machine will sew fine-tuned locking stitches (0-6) at the beginning 
and continue sewing forward.  
 
When you press the reverse button at the end of the seam, the machine 
will sew fine-tuned locking stitches (0-6) in place, then stop sewing 
automatically. 
 
This is an excellent feature for sewing on fine and sheer  fabrics 

 

    

 

 
Clean Bobbin Holder Message 
It is surprising just how much lint builds up, some threads produce more 
lint build up than others.   
 
If you set ‘Clean Bobbin Holder’ in your set menu you will get a 
message displayed every 15 hours. Keeping the bobbin area clean is 
really important in order for the machine to perform at its best. 
 

 

 

 

Custom Baste and Trace function 
Customise the tracing and basting size to your preference by indicating 
two points: the left upper corner and lower right corner.  
 
If you like to have basting larger than embroidery designs in order not to 
have needle points around the design especially using leather and vinyl 
type fabric, customise the basting size to your preference!  
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Embroidery Functions in ‘Ready to Sew’ 
Fine position/angle adjusting key 
Fine tune the design position or its angle on the screen.  
No need to remove the embroidery hoop from the machine. 
 
Adjustable range:  
Move designs (X and Y): -5.0 mm to 5.0 mm 
Rotate designs: -5.0 degrees to 5.0 degrees 
 
 

 

        

 

 

 
Embroidery ‘Edit’ Function 
3 Zoom Levels- Select from normal, large or largest of 3 levels. 
‘Large’ is new. 
 
Rotating Patterns at the edge of hoop 
It is now possible to rotate the pattern even when the design is placed 
at the edge of the hoop. If part of the pattern is outside the hoop after 
rotating, the pattern will be greyed out. However it is possible to move 
the position of the hoop and continue editing.  
 
Previously, if part of the pattern was outside the hoop, there would be a 
warning sound and the pattern could not be rotated. 
  

 

 

 
Embroidery Settings 
Locking stitch ON/OFF function 
This is to insert a locking stitch after each colour change and/or thread 
trimming to secure threads.  
A.  After each colour change (default setting: OFF) 
B.  After thread trimming (default setting: ON) 
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MC15000 Quilt Maker Accessory Upgrade Kit for V2.11 and previous 
models 

 

 

USB Flash Drive with update software 

 

 
Open Toe Darning Foot 

 

¼” Seam Foot without Flange 

 

 
Variable Zigzag Foot 

 

Ruler Foot 

 

Professional Grade Foot HP 

 

 
 

 
 
Professional Grade Needle Plate HP Inc. Hook Cover Plate 

 

Presser Foot Holder 

 

Embroidery Foot P 

 

 


